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Find the best virtual data room provider for your business: Checklist included With so many virtual data rooms on the market, making the right choice can be challenging. We researched data room providers across different segments and put this guide together to assist you with navigating all the available options and going with the best…

Virtual Data Room: M&A Transactions Optimization
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Virtual data rooms, also known as VDRs and virtual deal rooms, work as an online repository for secure file sharing, seamless collaboration, and streamlined deal-making. M&A deals benefit from the tools virtual data rooms offer at all stages of the business transactions, from initial scouting through the due diligence process to closing. Virtual data rooms…

Data Room Due Diligence Advantages and User Tips
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With the physical data rooms almost entirely in the past, the due diligence process handling is accelerating at unforeseen speeds. Take a closer look at due diligence virtual data room technology basics and find the most optimal ways to apply them to your project. What is a due diligence data room? Regardless of the deal…

5 Steps for a Secure and Easy Virtual Data Room Setup
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Whether you are fundraising or looking into mergers and acquisitions opportunities, a virtual deal room is the ultimate solution for quick and safe confidential document sharing. Below you will find practical advice and advanced tips on effective data room setup. Prepare your files and documents Before you begin to structure a virtual deal room, make…


Find out the best virtual data room
 1  2  3  4
         
How many GB do you plan to upload to the virtual data room?
  10 GB   50 GB   100 and More GB 


   2  3  4
              
How many users will be in the data room?
  Up to 10 Users   Up to 20 Users   Unlimited Users 


     3  4
              
Which Support Language do you need?
  English   German   French   Japanese   Chinese   Other 



       4
              
What do you need a data room for?
  M&A   Mutually beneficial partnership   Intellectual Property Protection   Fundraising   Audit   Other 



       
Your TOP Choice is...
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  Visit Website 



iDeals Virtual Data Room
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iDeals virtual data room is a secure solution for managing complex corporate deal processes. It provides executive teams with an online portal to collaborate, edit, and sign files. The iDeals VDR platform provides security, compliance, and efficiency in one place. Users of iDeals like it because both non-IT- and IT-proficient users can work with the…

Intralinks
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Intralinks data room started its journey as an application service provider in 1996. They launched the first M&A data room six years later an over the past two decades have remained a leader in the FinTech industry.  Today Intralinks services rank among the foremost enterprise solutions compared to similar technologies. It offers companies a suite…

Datasite
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Datasite LLC by Merrill Corporation is a world-known SaaS platform developer that offers a virtual data room (VDR) suite for deal marketing, deal preparation, due diligence, post-merger integration, buy-side offering, and other financial transactions.With its product being chosen by clients from over 170 countries, Datasite’s game-changing solutions have been leading the M&A VDR market during…

BOX Virtual Data Room
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Founded in 2005, Box is an American company based in Redwood City, California. The platform offers cloud content and file-sharing services for businesses both small and large. This virtual data room is available for Windows, macOS, and numerous mobile platforms. Box virtual data room is currently the content management platform of choice for 62,000 companies and…

Brainloop Secure Dataroom
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Brainloop’s secure data room solution provides data protection and a secure collaborative environment for organizations to share executive-level information internally and externally. The main principle of the solution is full control over company information.Founded in 2000, Brainloop’s goal is to facilitate collaboration and productivity inside and outside an organization while not sacrificing security and control…

Donnelley Financial Solutions
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RR Donnelley Data Room: Features and Solutions Observed Donnelley Financial Solutions is a virtual data room provider that has been in the industry since 1983. Donnelly’s headquarters are located in Chicago, Illinois, USA. The company has offices in 30 locations and helps companies from 12 countries manage business processes and communicate faster through a secure…

CapLinked
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CapLinked provides the leading virtual data room (VDR) software via any device or platform for secure document sharing, tracking, and efficient internal or external audit.CapLinked data room was founded in 2010 and is headquartered in Manhattan Beach, California, USA.The company offers an industry-leading product that is chosen by customers in more than 113 countries worldwide…

ForData VDR
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ForData virtual data room offers solutions that entail document management and all of the necessary communication tools, more so when dealing with complicated and confidential entity transactions.Despite being a well-recognized stakeholder in the virtual data room industry due to its powerful and up-to-date features, ForData hasn’t stopped advancing its tools. ForData allows a fast and…

Ansarada
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The Ansarada data room provides secure deal room document sharing and collaboration solutions. It also includes AI-driven workflows and insights on how interested parties behave with documents and their motives for the deal. All parties, investors, and deal partners benefit from this virtual data room, as it allows smart decisions to be made based on…

ShareVault
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What are ShareVault virtual data rooms? ShareVault data room provides highly secure solutions for sharing confidential documents. It offers the ability to safely share information with relevant outside parties during the most critical phases of deals. This virtual data room solution not only provides data protection for crucial due diligence procedures and other vital business…

EthosData
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Formed in 2007, EthosData data room facilitates board-level collaboration with external parties such as shareholders, investors, and lawyers during crucial business deals. For organizations needing the ability to store and share documentation with enterprise-grade security, EthosData’s platform provides an end-to-end solution. The platform is used for executive collaboration on projects such as IPO processes, divesting…

Drooms
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Data room provider, Drooms, is based in Frankfurt, Germany, and Zug, Switzerland. They are Europe’s leading data room provider and have been helping their customers since 2001. Their main clientele consists of real estate companies, advisors, law firms, and corporations. Even though based in Europe, the organization provides services worldwide.  What does Drooms do best?…

BlackBerry Workspaces
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BlackBerry Workspaces, also known as Watchdox Blackberry, delivers file-level security for documents inside and outside of an organization’s corporate firewall. IT and users can create shared workspaces for internal and external users to collaborate, sign, mark up, and comment within files from the BlackBerry secure browser. The 256-bit encryption provides a layer of protection to…

TransCEND VDR
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Transcend is a company that prides itself on three core attributes: Security, Accessibility and Speed. They serve businesses ranging from law companies to financial institutions. Transcend provides virtual data rooms that fix loopholes in data management and protect data from cloud-based computing attacks. What does Transcend VDR do best? Like almost any VDR company, Transcend…

Citrix ShareFile
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Citrix VDR is an online environment to manage complex executive-level business deals. The portal provides highly controlled user access. Administrators can be notified of activity alerts on a document at any time. Documents are fully secured with sharing controls, view-only reading, and various other restrictive functions. The user interface is designed for simplicity so that…

OneHub
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Onehub virtual data room aims to enable more effective business productivity by providing the most efficient and user-friendly cloud storage solutions on the market. The company was founded in 2007 and was built with the idea that software tools should be productive and enjoyable to use. The focus is on design, and features such as…

SmartRoom VDR
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SmartRoom provides its virtual data room services for numerous business areas, such as capital markets, legal solutions, corporate exchange. Secure document hosting and sharing among partners, convenient management of sensitive corporate information, confidential discussion of the data directly within the platform – all these features attract deal-makers (investment bankers, private equity managers, etc.) and make…

DataRooms.Com
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DataRooms belongs to the top-rated virtual data room providers worldwide. Investment banks and reputable corporations address DataRooms in order to get qualified assistance and secure and convenient venue for M&A, due diligence, post-merger, fundraising, restructuring, etc. VDRs by DataRooms constitute highly protected platforms enhanced with the intuitive interface and high-quality customer services. Document and access…

Firmex
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What are Firmex virtual data rooms? Firmex is a virtual data room service company founded in 2006 and headquartered in Toronto, Canada. This global provider offers simplified document sharing within user-friendly and secure data rooms. Thus, the solution has earned trust as one of the most reliable for corporate transactions, litigation, M&A deals, diligence and…

HighQ Dataroom
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HighQ is a virtual data room service provider that was involved in more than 20, 000 transactions performed by law firms, governments, enterprises, banks, and corporations. VDRs proved to be equally convenient for M&A deals, bankruptcy, and restructuring, licensing, fundraising, real estate sales, etc. Each business receives the most appropriate solution that meets the project…

V-Rooms
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V-Rooms operates on the virtual data room market for more than ten years and is repeatedly awarded for the high-quality services it provides. Its VDRs are designed exclusively for simplifying the life of deal-makers: data management, storage, and exchange occur in highly protected and functional environment. The data undergoes strong 256-bit encryption and is accessible…

SecureDocs
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SecureDocs offers virtual data rooms for short and long-term use. VDRs successfully play the role of deal rooms for convenient M&A due diligence and, simultaneously, of corporate repositories that enable ongoing file management. SecureDocs guarantees quick setup (a room can be prepared within 15 minutes) and reasonable prices. For the money paid a user gets…

DocSend
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DocSend is a tool that provides the ability to exchange data without fear. You can do it anywhere and anytime. That does not affect the security of your documents. More than 13 thousand companies around the world use the services of this provider. More and more directors need this type of technical support daily. Observing…

Clinked
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Clinked Virtual Data Rooms are known not only in the UK but around the world. It is available in 11 languages. The main goal of this developer is to supply the most reliable storage and digital rights management. For ten years of work, the provider has earned the trust of various industries. Today, companies are…

Digify
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Digify is the virtual room trusted by lots of users around the world. There are plenty of providers worldwide. Why do thousands of users turn to this one?  The solution of challenging tasks that companies face daily, a convenient interface that even a rookie can manage – these features attract executives who have a regular…

DealRoom
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Dealroom is a virtual data room provider that comes from Amsterdam. The platform protects the confidential data of companies around the world. Each client receives a guarantee of high quality, availability of the necessary functions, and provider support. The use of modern technologies and powerful functionality not only meets the expectations of companies but also…

idgard
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More than a thousand companies use Idgard services worldwide. That is because the virtual data room is becoming an integral part of any team nowadays. Businesses need something to ease transactions and protect data. In addition to these solutions, Idgard also specializes in secure file exchange and communication between users. Even if they use the…

Aversure Data Room Service
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Aversure is a data exchange platform that performs more functions. Users have no difficulty in management. Companies turn to a provider for support. They want to make deals easier. Data protection falls under the responsibility of the provider. The company is under the aegis of Aversure throughout the entire transaction process. The developers have applied…

Safelink
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Safelink is a handy storage and data exchange tool. The provider serves legal agencies, real estate, financial companies, and others for years. All these clients keep securities and sensitive data. Their integrity and protection have a direct influence on reputation and demand. Thus, companies choose one of the most reliable storage. Data encrypted and guarded…

Docsvault
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Docsvault solves problems that are common to all companies. The modern business would not exist without innovative solutions offered by developers of virtual data rooms. Physical storage is becoming obsolete day after day. Businessmen have already felt the colossal advantages that the provider Docsvault possesses. Now tasks and paperwork are much easier to complete using…

Imprima
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Imprima is a virtual data room from Britain. The provider is one of the leading, as it has the professional experience and trust of most demanding customers. Managers worldwide prefer Imprima for due diligence, M&A deals, IPOs, and others. Business always turns to those tools that help save time and resources. This virtual data room…

Virtual Data Room Pricing in 2023

It’s no secret: the business world has been steadily transitioning to the virtual sphere. As such, virtual data rooms have become an invaluable tool for most companies — especially large organizations. Little wonder the value of the global virtual data room market is skyrocketing, and is expected to reach $3.63 billion by 2026. With new…

The University Community Next Generation Innovation Project, or Gig.U, is a broad-based group of over 30 leading research universities from across the United States. Drawing on America’s rich history of community-led innovation in research and entrepreneurship, Gig.U seeks to accelerate the deployment of ultra high-speed networks to leading U.S. universities and their surrounding communities.
The University Community Next Generation Innovation Project is a community-led innovation project that aims to build a virtual data room for the university community. This data room will provide an open platform for the community to share their research and ideas with each other.
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